
                  Minutes of the WG&E Meeting on Installations with the Heath MLB 

April 26, 2022 at 1:30 

                                                                               virtual meeting 

Present:   WG&E: Chris LaVertu 

                  MLB:  Art Schwenger(Chair), David Gordon, and Ned Wolf 

                             with MLP Manager Sheila Litchfield 

 

Chris referred to a list of questions he had received from Sheila and the MLB.  He said that he 

had just emailed a list of installations and their costs.  He said that two more installations are 

scheduled for Friday and Saturday.  He will refresh the list with information about those 

installations. 

 

Chris said that 44 installations are left in FSA 4.  9 of those can be put together as a cold drop.  

The remaining 35 are new and pending.  The number of undergrounds remaining in Mohawk 

Estates is 8.  In the other 3 FSAs there are 7 undergrounds remaining. 

 

Chris addressed the question about the charges for materials in the CNST-21 DocuSign.  He 

clarified those charges by saying that they were for 2 splitters installed at Mohawk Estates on 

top of the other 2. 

 

Chris said that the costs at Bellor Road will include $3678.46 for a new cabinet, MST, and 

module for the splitter.  He said the $3678.46 would be split 5 ways among 11 Bellor Road and 

the 4 new drops.   

 

David said that we do not need a quote for 11 Bellor Road since it is already coming off an 

existing line.  Chris said that for each of the 4 new drops the cost would be $670.88 for 

overhead and $1,011.56 for underground.   

 

Chris said that Brian  was working April 26th on the list of the top 25 broadband users in Heath. 

 

Chris said that Dave Loiko will head to Heath later in the week of April 26th.  He will have a 

report the following week. 

 

Chris said that Dave Poplawski has no information yet on the missing 216 cable. 

 

Chris said that they will care for the tangled fiber when they do the network installation. 

 

Sheila reported that we are waiting for more information from the customer at 19 Wigwam. 



We are reluctant to give that customer a 2nd drop before checking that others in Mohawk 

Estates are served. 

 

David spoke of a meeting of the representatives of the Northern Tier towns the evening of April 

26th at which they will clarify the deliverables of the redundancy project and send the 

document off to WG&E.  Chris said that WG&E will send a DocuSign. 

 

The meeting adjourned at 2:05. 

 

                                                                                    Respectfully submitted, 

 

                                                                                    Ned Wolf  

  

 

 


